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April, 1967

BACK BAY GENERAL DEVELOBrENT PLAN

(Draft of Summary Repcrt)

INTRODUCTION

Th3 Back Bay is a distinguished section of Boston, and a relatively

unique urban development. About a hundred years old, it is ona of the

very few sizable districts of older American cities which were built up

from emptiness in a few short years, as a product of a far-seeing and

imaginative comprehensive development plan. It is a tribute to the

effectiveness of this kind of long-range vision that the Back Bay has

so long survived as an attractive and viable urban environment. It has

accommodated to changes in use and occupancy over the decades, responding

to the great economic, social, and technological shifts which have swept

over America's cities, with astonishing success. The Back Bay is known

throughout the world as one of the great monuments of city-building.

But in recent years the pressures of social and economic forces, and

the inevitable aging into obsolescense of century-old buildings, have

created grave problems for the Back Bay. From the beginning it combined

the roles of residential area, institutional site, and commercial center.

Over the decades many of the earlier occupants and types of occupants -

families, firms, institutions - have moved to other parts of the

metropolitan area. These have been individual efforts to deal with the

problems of change, by those that have remained and by the successors of

those who have departed. But the aggregate of problems has outstripped

the capacity of individual effort.
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It is time once again to plan and carry through a comprehensive, co-

ordinated development program for the entire area. In some ways this is

more difficult now than when the Back Bay was a blank sheet of paper. In

others , the task is eased by the presence - in spite of problems - of

many strengths of human and economic resources already committed to the

area, and of physical assets upon which to build.

This document presents a proposed ten-year General Envelopment plan

for the Back Bay, It is the product of collaboration between the Back

Bay Planning and Development Corporation, representing the various

established interests within the area, and the Boston Redevelopment

Authority as the City's planning ami. It reflects the joint efforts of

the staffs of these two agencies and a team of specialist consultants,

(Thin detailed reports are the foundations for this summary statement.)

The technical studies have been under way for nearly two years.

The General Developanent Plan here presented is intended as a ten-year

guide to groYTth, Qhange, and investmint - public and privati ^ in thf

Back Bay area. It is general in that it seeks to coordinate a great many

V different components of action. It is general also in that it provides a

framework within which there is latitude for a variety of individual

actions, rather than a rigid blueprint. It contains a number of specific

proposals for municipal action, in the design and construction of public

works and of regulatory controls. But, recognizing that private investment

must respond to unpredictable market forces, it is flexible in its

proposals for the extent, the timing, and tiie mix of private development.
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Goals and Objectives

The goals of this plan reflect both the aspirations of the present

occupants of the Back Bay, and the needs of the larger urban area of which

it is a strategic part. The boisic purposes are two:

(1) To provide a good environment for the residential, business,

and institutional functions of the Back Bay, building upon

their unique combination in this district, and reconciling

the realization of the potentials of the three functions,

harmoniously and with a minimum of conflict;

(2) To strengthen the Back Bay as a critical element in the

social and economic structures of both Boston and the

metropolitan community, while preserving and enhancing

its unusual asset-values as an internationally known

historic and architectural district.

In order to move toward these basic goals, the plan is designed to re-

flect and ifflplenent a §§riis o£ Qbj§QfeiYg§ and §§t.i of polieigai The§© ari

based upon a searching study of existing conditions, of trends, and of the

forces that have been operating and will operate in and on the Back Bay,

The objectives have been identified as achievable nrLthin the limitations

imposed upon future change and choice. The policies are designed to take

advantage of realistic opportunities for improvement, and to reconcile the

compromises and conflicts that are inevitable in a diverse and pluralistic

setting.
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The prevailing objective is to improve the quality of residential,

commercial and institutional facilities and to increase the supply of

residential and conunercial accommodations, bringing these functions into

better balance with the school-and-college component of the institutional

function, through massive investment in new construction and in moderniza-

tion of existing sound buildings.

Inherent is the object of harnessing the market forces operating in

this part of Boston, providing encouragement, guidance, and in limited

fields control, to bring about the balance of development required to

contribute to the basic goals.

Second-order objectives are indicated as essential to the attraction

of the necessary private investment, as well as to the improved environ-

ment which is itself a goal. One is to assure the functional relationship

of the developments in the Back Bay to the changes that will occur in the

Downtown Area, the South Cove, the Sound End, and the Fenway area.

Another i§ to serve the circvjiitiQn needs ol" prosints Slid fti^yrg d§y§lQpn!§ntj

providing better internal and external access by all modes of travel,

especially transit; eliminating excess auto traffic; and providing easier

and more attractive walking conditions. Yet another is to capitalize on

the unique assets of architectural order and urban design, refurbishing

an already outstanding landscape plan and adding new park elements; and

guiding and controlling three-dimensional form and visual appearance.

The policies and proposals that have been devised to accomplish these

generalized objectives constitute the Development Plan, which is fully
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described in Chapter II of this report. Chapter I summarizes the basic

studies that underlie the plan, and Chapter III sets forth the time

schedules and action-programs necessary to put it into effect.

Highlights of the Plan

The Development Flan is in part a map of the location of proposed

private and public improvement projects, and in part a list of policies

and standards and a schedule of a variety of public and private actions,

many of which cannot be expressed in map form. The objectives outlined

above foreshadow the nature of the plan's proposals.

The Back Bay is itself a complex of several sub-areas. The plan

proposes no drastic change in the nature of any of these, except for the

decisions already made by others for the Christian Science Chiirch renewal

area, which are in effect accepted as given. Rather it seeks the de-

is already substantially committed, with internal changes, but also with

the intent of relating the sub-areas to each other to be mutually

supportive, with minimum conflict at the edges of transition from one to

the next.

In brief, the major sub-area, the best-knovm part, is the Cormionwealth

Beacon area from the Public Gardens to Charlesgate. This is proposed for

primarily residential use, with substantial new high-rent apartment
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construction and extensive high-quality modernization of existing structures

for middle and upper income adult families. Upgrading of the en^/iromrental

qualities of the schools and related residences is intended, with some

reduction in the extent of school and related use.

A second residential sub-area is at St. Botolph Street, The plan

proposes retention of this area for middle-income residence, with some

rehabilitation and perhaps limited new construction of private housing

for the elderly.

The Boylston-Newbury area is committed to commerce, with an institutional

center at Copley Square. The specialty-shop area on lower Newbury and

Boylaton is proposed for enhancement, and extension westward in complement

to the Prudential Center development.

The Stuart-St. James area is predominantly in office use, which is

planned for expansion with substantial new construction - although the

potentials of the Turnpike IntercJiixige YiQinjty 9StmQ% yet b§ sharply

delineated.

Linking these sub-areas, as a symbol of Back Bay rebirth, is proposed

the Dartmouth Street Mall, from the completely redesigned Copley Square to

a new and inviting overpass to the Charles Embankment. It will be a

pedestrian parkway intended to have a character like that of the Commonwealth

Avenue Mall,
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Changes in the internal street system - primarily direction-shifts

for one-way streets - will provide a better automobile linkage to

Storrow Drive and to nevf highrrays in the South End, and will also (it is

hoped) reduce extraneous traffic on a number of local streets.

The plan is also designed to relate to, and capitalize on, long-distance

and long-range transportation improvements such as the MBTA projected

extensions and the Inner Belt.

This Development Plan is presented as a practicable proposal, within

the limits of the capacity of the citizens, firms, institutions, and

governments of this urban area. To accomplish it, however, will require

a major and dedicated effort by the Back Bay interests themselves, and a

full measure of collaboration by the City of Boston and other public

agencies. It is submitted for their review with the hope that it will be

found worthy of their commitment and endeavor.
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BACKGROUNDS FOR PUNNING

1, General Conditions and Trends

The first step in any planning program is an examination of the

existing conditions as a guide to understanding the problems Yfhich are

present, the economic and social forces at work, the limitations on

future change, the opportunities for improvement, and the range of choice

that is available.

The Back Bay contains, in this one section of the city, a large,

handsome, historic in-town residential community; a strong and growing

segment of the Central Business District; and a wide range of important

cultural institutions. The area is widely celebrated for its superb

residential architecture, its extraordinary urban landscaping, its

historic qualities, its fine shops, and as a product of these, its vital

and 3Qphi§ttiS§t§d i^t!nQ§phgre §

"I

The relationships between the Back Bay arid the larger metropolitan

community have been changing rapidly in recent decades. The Commonwealth-

Beacon residential area began losing its prestigious status in the

t^venties, with an enormous outward surge during the thirties - the result

of a shift in urban life-style compounded out of the new accessibility of

the suburbs via the automobile, the reduced size of upper-class families,

the unavailability of cheap domestic servants, and a number of other
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social and economic shifts , given impetiis by the Great Depression, The

exodus was replaced by young white-collar workers employed in the

Central Business District, students, and others forming a housing market

for rooming-houses and apartments created by inexpensive conversions.

After World War II, the booming market for post-high-school education

brought in many schools - professional, secretarial, junior colleges,

and others - which rapidly expanded, serving commuting students and

others who sought Back Bay residence.

There remained, however, a very significant housing market for

middle and upper income families for whom the convenience and amenity

of the Back Bay was compelling. New and converted luxury-rent apartments

have been provided throughout this period. The area retains its role as

a prestige in-town residential district, along with the more recent

orientation.

During these same decades the commercial southerly part of the

Back Bay was rapidly expanding as an office employment center, with

life insurance companies the leading factor' in the expansion - New

England Mutual, Liberty Mutual, John Hancock, most recently Prudential,

This part of the Back Bay becaiae perhaps the most prosperous leading edge

of an extended arm of the Central Business District, It was accessible

by metropolitan mass transit and commuter railroad, and also gained new

accessibility by automobile vfith the building of Storrow Drive, The

Turnpike extension has still further enhanced auto accessibility - which

in turn underscores the inadequacy of employee parking, and the

congestion of the local street system.
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In between this office-employment district and the transitional

residential area is the specialized retailing district of lower

Boylston-Newbury, which originally took its metropolitan role as

prestige shopping over from its adjacency to what was then the prestige

residential area. This role has been retained in the face of conflict-

ing trends. The loss of nearby high-income customers has been offset

by improved auto access from the suburbs - but customer parking is

grossly inadequate. The influx of office employees has helped sustain

a market. New high-quality retail activity as part of the Prudential , T
Center complex provides both competition and encouragement for a c'\JZA^4 oLj

continued metropolitan role for this retail district. ^^ ''^^ f^Jtf>^

These general comments on the land-use and activity trends in the

Back Bay as a whole, in relation to the metropolitan community, have

referred to the changes in the transportation system which links the

area to the larger whole. In terms of auto traffic. Back Bay serves

as both a terminal and a corridor". Of all the traffic entering the

di§tPiet, only "M has a destinatian thefe) 68^ is through traffic, and

tl% is theoretically by-passable - that is , if an alternate route were

available, it need not enter the Back Bay at all.

For the traffic that does enter Backpay, there are major parking

deficiencies, running into thousands of spaces. The lack of employee

and customer spaces in the commercial areas is a main cause in adjoining

residential areas both of street congestion and of over-use of curb

parking, to the inconvenience of the residential population.
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The transit system seirving the area is distinctly second-rate. Not

only are the stations dingy and inconvenient, the service, as a result

both of vehicle type and of track alignment, is far from ••rapid" transit.

And the lines do not extend into the outer suburbs , where the main

population expansion of the metropolitan area is happening and the

potential new customers and workers are living. This either deprives the

Back Bay of their presence, or forces them to use automobiles, further

overloading the inadequate streets and parking facilities.

*

It is clear, then, that the various parts of the Back Bay have

evolved changing relationships to the metropolitan area, both as to land

use, and as to transportation; and that these changes have affected the

relationships of the parts to each other. Problems and adversities, like

amenities and prosperities, spill over beyond sub-area boundaries. Though

each sub-area has its own special set of problems, they cannot be dealt

with independently.

As a more specific basis for understanding and coping with each

sub-area, there follow a series of analyses o£ the existing conditions

and trends in each.

2. The Commonwealth-Beacon Residential Area

The Commonwealth-Beacon Residential Area extends from the alley

between Newbury Street and Commonwealth Avenue to the Charles , and

from the Public Gardens to the Charlesgate. Historically, this was
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the home of the vrealthy Bostonians , and while their distinguished residences

remain in place along with the original amenities > this neighborhood has

been overcome by vast social changes.

Since V/orld War I, there have been many sound conversions of town

houses from their original functions as single-family dwellings into fine

apartments and duplex units. In addition, there have been replacements

of town houses by leirger and more modern apartment buildings.

But replacement ha^ been on a very small scale, and conversions, to

a large extent, have been conducted by absentee owners operating in the

philosophy of minimum investment and maximum return.

As a result, there have been wholesale conversions into poor quality,

small apartments and rooming houses over an extended period of time.

Added to this, there has been the massive growth of educational uses

during the period of 1955 to 1965.

m

During the last decade, thfe number of mature residents, including

young married couples, families and elderly persons, has declined at the

rate of about 600 persons per year. Meanwhile, the number of students

and young transients has increased at approximately the same rate.

We estimate that the total population of the Back Bay has increased

from 19,700 to 21,i|00 persons during the period of 1955 to 1965. However,
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during the same period, the number of regular residents declined from

about 16,700 to 10,800 while the number of students and transients

increased from 3>000 to 10,600.

Tftiile this was the trend for the 10-year period, it was actually

accelerated during the second half of this period (i960 to 1965) when

the rate of increase in students and transients was much higher than

during the 1955 to 1965 period.

The population of students and young transients approximately

equals the number of mature residents. Today, the single-family home

is a rarity and the owner-occupied buildings are a very distinct

minority. The students and transients are rapidly becoming a majority.

Of the 10,600 students in 1965, about 2,000 live in apartments. The

remainder - lO^ of the total population - live in group quarters:

dormitories, fraternities, and rooming houses.

The rapid grov<-th of schools and the relentless exploitation by

some owners of the young, single-person residential market in rooming

houses and cheap conversions have had a devastating effect on the eirea's

social stability.

The effect of this change of building and environmental quality

has been dramatic, negative, and visible. The Back Bay's strength as

a residential community has been waning, and new social problems have

been mounting. Only within the past yecir or so, through the efforts
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of locc".l elected officials and the Back Bay Council, has there been any-

effective effort to obtain stronger controls over the growth of

dorciitories - a first step in halting the rapid decline.

Meanwhile, some schools in the area function at high standards

and as good neighbors. Others are ir.oving out. At the same tirr.e, our

studies show a good market for middle- and upper-income rentals in the
LcZ^A^

area, in new apartments or in high-standard conversions, ^'^f''-t.y— —
fici^ ^^ '

Of the families that do still live in this area - excluding persons

in group quarters and households made up of unrelated individuals - there

is a very high proportion of high incomes (35^ over $10,000 in 1959),

three times that of Boston and nearly twice the metropolitan proportion.

The housing market is sharply segmented, between these high-income

families and the larger number of low-income hoioseholds, mainly students.

The potential for marketing purposes lies in increasing the number and

proportion of high-income hoxiseholds.

In terms of physical conditions, most Back Bay buildings are sound.

The more serious problems stem from functional obsolescence - poor heating

and plumbing systems, no elevators in five and six story buildings, bad

layouts, inadequate kitchens. Current studies indicate, however, that

conversions of such buildings into good-quality apartments is financially

feasible and even profitable.

1
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New construction of high-density, high-rent apartments is also both

feasible and profitable, but only in situations vfhere very high density is

permitted and where a good sized site can be cissembled. The latter can

happen only where several adjoining old buildings exist in relatively

obsolete condition.

Metropolitan market studies suggest a long-term, sustained market

for high-rent dwelling units in the Back Bay, given a balanced, vigorous

rencYfal of the area - which is considered necessary to attract both

investors and high-income tenants. The estimate is for an average of 200

new apartment \inits per year, and an equal number of rehabilitated or

converted units, totalling 300 to I4OO units per year.

Of an estimated ten to eleven thousand dwelling units existing in

the Back Bay in 1965, perhaps one-third can be considered already of good

or high quality, the products of recent new construction, of prior high-

quality conversion, or of older units that have been well maintained. If

the above market prospects were realized, four thousand high-quality units

would be added in ten years, replacing or modernizing between tvro and three

thousand poor-quality units. The resulting balance would be the reverse

of the present balance, or about twice as many of good quality as of poor

quality.

An essential objective of the City of Boston is the attraction of

middle- and upper-income families and persons to central city residence,

to provide the social ajid economic balance which the city urgently needs.
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The Comr.onvrealth-Beacon area, by its location, conveniences, arr,2nities and

the value of its existing structures provides an outstanding opportunity

to meet this basic municipal objective. An obvious policy for the Back

Bay should be to expand opportunities for good residential use and to

combat all of the forces that weigh against the good residential uses.

%

3. The St. Botolph Residential Area

The St. Botolph Residential Area lies betvreen the New Haven tracks

and the rear of the Huntington Avenue frontage, from Massachusetts Avenue

to the Turnpike Interchange area. This small district vras developed

later than the Commonwealth-Beacon area and built up in a relatively

modest fashion. Despite its small size and the strong pressxires of

blighting influences and some intrusions, it continues as a viable

neighborhood at moderate rentals. The occupancy is quite mixed, including

both lower-middle-income families and - as a result of apparently recent

modest-quality conversions - some student and single-person tenants.

The prospects for this area are perhaps enhanced by the projected

Christian Science development, which is proposed to replace the

Huntington Avenue frontage with housing. Opportunities for change -ivlthin

the area are, however, limited. The area has neither the amenity nor the

locational advantages of the Commonvrealth-Beacon area; there is no

likelihood of private investment in new high-rent apartment construction,

replacing existing housing.
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Nevertheless, there may be opportunities for new development.

The old Perkins School may vfell be abandoned as part of a school-building

reorganization for the larger district of which it is part. At the

northeasterly end of the area are a number of old nonresidential buildings

j

some now in institutional use and others in commercial and light

industrial use. Some or all of these may well be abandoned for their

present activities in the coming decade, offering sites for some kind of

new construction.

Part of the context for decisions on new uses for these sites is

the pressure due to be created by the Christian Science development.

There will be displacement of many families through clearance, many of

whom are elderly. Furthermore there is a growing realization of the

serious lack of a housing supply in this general vicinity for lower-middlc-

income families.

These conditions suggest a policy for the St. Botolph area of

expansion and improvement as an attractive, pleasant, moderate-rental

neighborhood in a relatively favorable location.

li. Institutional Conditions and Trends

A great variety of institutions occur throughout the Back Bay,

and have been a strong elem.ent of its fabric from the beginning. One Oj

the first buildings in the area was the Museum of Natural History, in
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the early l860's (now Bonwit-Teller), Kany churches were also original

settlers. Copley Square takes its complexion from the Boston Public

Library and Trinity Church, Indeed throughout its history and still

today, the institutions of the Back Bay constitute a non-monetary asset

that far outweighs the nonpayment of taxes.

As has been indicated earlier, however, the proliferation of schools

and their ancillary housing in the Commonwealth-Beacon residential area

has created problems of a serious nature. In general, the problems result

when an activity - in this case, schools - takes over an older structure

designed for a different pxirpose, and not capable of serving the needs of

the nevr activity. Schools for the college age group have traditionally

been built in "campuses", containing not only classrooms, administrative

and faculty offices, and dormitories, but also eating places, gymnasia,

indoor space for recreation and social activities, and outdoor space for

athletics and for more informal activities and recreations. The experience

of the Back Bay eonfirms the wisdem ef this tradition. In the absenee of

these indoor and outdoor school-provided spaces for social and active

recreation, the streets and paths and park areas of the Back Bay have been

taken over as the collective campus of the several thousand students.

For the non-school residents and proper ty-oivners, and for the prospects

for investment in non-school new development, the effects have been most

serious.

The other side of the coin, of course, is the fact that higher

education is a "growth industi^" of great importance to the health of
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the metropolitan area. Indeed, if all of the private, non-taxpaying

colleges and universities were to depart, the blow to the metropolitan -

and the City of Boston - economy would be disastrous, of the same order

of magnitude as if all of the taxpaying insurance companies were to

depart. Education is an economic necessity to Boston, quite aside from

the contributions that it makes to the development of the City's young

people and to the cultural climate.

For the Back Bay, the possibility of clearing out all schools and

colleges is neither desirable nor possible. The pressure for still

greater quantities of higher education as this age-group continues to

swell cannot be denied. Nevertheless, a basis for a policy for the

future toward schools in the Back Bay rests upon a number of existing

conditions: the proliferation of additional schools, dormitories, and

fraternities has been inhibited by recent changes in the zoning code;

some of the present schools, recognizing a need for expansion which cannot

be physically met within the high-density conditions in the Back Bay, are

seeking other locations ; many of the present conditions in Back Bay

schools, especially in dormitories and rooming-houses occupied entirely

by students, are drastically substandard in terms of the kind and

amount of space per student, judged by the standards provided in similar

institutions elsewhere, and are thus appropriate objects of further

regulation.

Also it is clear that responsible schools need not be flatly in-

compatible with the environmental requirements of the non-school
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population. Schools can provide at least indoor space for recreation and

social activity; they can assure adequate interior space standards in

student housing; they can take responsibility for student car-c-vnership

and use, for curfews for resident students, and for other aspects of

student behavior. Some of the schools have done this. Another hopeful

evidence is the major effort of some of the MTT fraternities to

demonstrate that even these kinds of student living-groups can be good

neighbors.

The prospect, then, is that it is possible to bring the school

component of the Back Bay into a tolerable balance with the residential

component, vath which it has thus far been in increasing conflict.

The other forms of institutions do not seem to pose a problem.

Even some of those which occupy converted residences have proven assets

rather than liabilities, at the least in maintaining the good appearance

of mansions for which there is no alternate economic use - such as

headquarters 6f charitable or civic organizations; at the best in

contributing to the cultural values and leisure needs of other residents -

such as some adult education centers - or to the social prestige of the

vicinity - as a consulate.

There remain the many institutions occupying buildings designed and

built for their unique purposes - churches, the library. These are not

only cultural assets, but visual focal points, adding to the pattern and

structure of the Back Bay's amenities.
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5. The Boylston-Newb-ury Commercial Area

Boylston and Newbury Streets in the Back Bay were originally

developed primarily for residential purposes, with a number of n:ajor

institutions on Boylston Street near Copley Square - churches, the

original M.I.T. buildings, the Public Library. The conversion from

residential to commercial uses began around the turn of the century,

spreading v/estward. In the thirties and forties even some institutions

were displaced, one by conversion (to Bonwit-Teller) , two by clearance

(for New England Mutual),

The easterly blocks of Boylston and Nev^bury Streets are chairacterized

by strong retail and commercial uses. Retailing has remained steady and

shovm growth during the recent period, while downtown retail volumes

declined. The decline of the residential area has generally been offset

by the growth of office uses. The opening of the Turnpike and

Prudential Center have had some beneficial effect, although the impact

of these new developments has yet to be felt fully.

Easterly Nev/bury Street is unique in its concentration of

sophisticated stores and charming environment created by the skillful

adaptation of town houses to business uses.

In the easterly blocks of Boylston Street, retailing is less

continuous, but there has been strong gro-.vth in office uses.
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Both streets have suffered from various degrees of functional

obsolescence of buildings and the decline of the residential area,

and both are handicapped by weak public transportation and parking

shortages. Both are sensitive to the prospect that the new retail

concentration to be developed in Prudential Center can result in an

excessively elongated shopping area lacking in focus and continuity.

Vfest of Copley Square, both streets are in transition. On Ne'/rbury

Street, the westward movement of art galleries and the new Boston

Architectural Qenter are positive influences in the five westerly blocks

which are otherwise characterized by a mixture of secondary uses.

The five westerly blocks of Boylston Street where functional

obsolescence is especially dra^natic have responded to Prudential

Center in the increase of various entertainment and eating activities.

At Copley Square - still the meeting place of the Back Bay - major

demolition and the disorganization of the open square creates a situation

of considerable uncertainty, but with great prospects for new development

and improvement.

The market prospects for strengthening and extending retail

activity in the entire Boylston-Newbury area are favorable, but

dependent in part on district improvements rather than solely on

individual enterprise. The area's strength is its ability to have
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high-income shoppers from a wide radius because of the high quality of its

stores and the unique natvire of its specialties. These, in turn, are tied

in with convenience of access - highways plus parking, or comfortable and

fast transit; and visual attractiveness - outside the store as vfell as

inside, a quality of good taste rather than garish cousnercialisn.

Exceedingly important to the future of both ends of this area, in

the light of the new retailing magnets due in Prudential Center (Lord &

Taylor, Saks Fifth Avenue), is a sense of continuity along Boylston

Street from Arlington to-.7ard Massachusetts Avenue, a high level of

psychological accessibility which can compensate for a long walking

distance.

These conclusions lead directly to the policies and proposals of the

plam for this area.

6, The Stuart-St. Jair.es Office Area

The Stuart-St, James district has been Back Bay's steady growth

area during the TiTentieth Century as office and insurance uses have been

developed at high density on former railroad yards - development

processes which, with the completion of Prudential Center, now extends

from Park Square to Massachusetts Avenue,
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The heaviest concentration of Back Bay's 32,000 eiriployeeo is in

the Stuart - St. Janies Avenue area.

Just as the other business sections of Back Bay, this sub-area is

handicapped by transit and parking deficiencies. It is under-daveloped

and offers great possibilities for the future.

A relatively immediate prospect is a major expansion of the John

Hancock Insurance Company, which will take up a substantial site now

underdeveloped. There will remain a number of other potential develop-

ment-sites, the market for which cannot be clear at this time.

The possibility of air-rights construction over Turnpike property

offers a prospect v^hich could be either asset or liability. It would be

adverse to the community to divert to this location an investment which

might otherwise occupy a site that would remain unused or underused. It

would be beneficial to develop an activity not competitive with other

Boston locations, that would not contribute to the traffic problems of

the interchange vicinity.

7. Prudential Center and Christian Science Project

The establishment of Prudential Center has given all of Boston,

including the Back Bay, an effective start in its resurgence and modern-

ization. The Center is attracting in a sizable way new employment
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to the Back Bay, and it has made this section of the city the focus of

Boston's sizable convention industry.

In its second stage of construction. Prudential vail provide

several hxindred fine apartments v^hich will have a distinctly beneficial

effect on the business area of the Back Bay, though competing in the market

with similar apartments in Back Bay.

In its third stage, it will produce an outstanding retail con-

centration which, if sufficiently connected with the existing retail

blocks, will give tremendous stimulation to the Back Bay as a shopping

center.

The Christian Science Development Project now in execution v.'ill

create a new sub-area with housing and institutional expansion vfhich

will make a valuable contribution to the economic and social strength and

the aesthetics of the Back Bay,

8, Backgrounds for Planning

This sximmary of the conditions, the trends, and the prospects for

the various parts of the Back Bay presents in very general terns the

point of departure for the recomiriendations contained in the next chapter.

It includes only the highlights of the findings of the specialist
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consultants - on traiTic and parking, on land use, on economic analysis

and market trends, and others. The reports of these studies are

available for detailed review.

These studies have formed the basis for the policies and proposals

which constitute the General Development Plan, and also for the programs

reconmended to carry out the content of the Plan.
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II A GEK-ERAL DEVELOFJrSNT PUN FOR BACK BAT

1, The General Plan

The ten-year General Development Plan is concerned with the location

pattern of land uses and the circulation system. It goes much further,

however, than a mere map of proposed land uses and streets in the year 1977.

It proposes to influence not only the location and kind of new development,

but also its character and quality. It embodies standards for density, for

visual appearance, for levels of service and maintenance. It seeks to

influence the entire interlocking fabric of public and private facilities

and activities. The goals and objectives for the Back Bay can be

approached only through this kind of comprehensive treatment of the

complex processes of development and change.

The highlights of the plan were summarized in the Introduction,

The basic land use and circulation scheme is graphically described by

the map on page . In brief, residential development is proposed to

predominate in the Commonwealth-Beacon area, with emphasis on the upper-

income housing market through new construction and high-quality conversion,

and in the St, Botolph area for the middle-income market mainly through

rehabilitation. For the institutional component of the Back Baj-'s fabric,

the proposal is to raise the standards and to some degree reduce the

extent of schools, colleges and student residence within the main resi-

dential area; and to retain, strengthen, and serve the wide range of
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other types of institution throughout the Back Bay, For comnierce, it is

proposed to strengthen and extend westward the specialized retailing

area on Boylston and Newbury Streets, increasing accessoiry parking and

providing linkage to new related uses in the Prudential Center; and to

encourage more intensive office-building development of the Stuart-St. James

area,

A pervading feature of the plan that enters into the proposals for

all of these areas is a concern for the quality of urban design. This is

an intention not only to preserve the unique architectural character of

the Back Bay, but also to enhance it and to capitalize upon it. Though

high standards of visual appearance may discourage some forms of investment,

such forms would probably be liabilities rather than assets to the rest of

the area anyway. The protection to values provided through these high

standards will encourage rather than inhibit the kind of investment which

the Back Bay wants.

The transportation and circulation features of the Development Plan

are designed to improve both internal accessibility and access to the

larger metropolitftn community. These features are described more fully

in the following section, followed by detailed proposals for each of the

sub-areas of the Back Bay,
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2. Transportation and Circulation

For improved ties to the rest of the metropolitan area, both

immediately adjoining districts and more distant parts, the Back Bay

plan must rely most heavily on plans and proposals already initiated

and in process of development by other public agencies, (These are shown

graphically on page )

.

Considering first improvements in accessibility to most distant

areas, there are firm plans to begin operation of increased-speed rail-

road service on the New Haven line in the veiy near future to Providence,

and later to New Tork and Washington. It is important to the Back Bay -

and also, it is believed, to the success of such experimental new train

services - to assure a stop in this area, at the Back Bay Station as it

is now or as it may be redeveloped,

(In the more distant future, innovative technologies may provide

genuinely high-speed ground transport - 300 miles per hour or faster -

in the Boston-V^ashington Northeast Corridor. The kind of device or route

is too speculative to be able to be included in this ten-year plan. But

it is hoped that the Back Bay may also have a stop, or even a terrainal,

on this new system).

At the next level of distance for public transportation are the

proposed extensions of the MBTA rapid transit system. This offers
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perhaps the greatest opportunity for dramatic improveirient of Back Bay-

accessibility in the next five years. For optional advantages to the

Back Bay, these extensions should reach out as far as possible to tap

the new-growth areas in the metropolitan fringe.

The ^iBTA extension to the South Shore is expected to be operational

in 1969* and it should connect to the Cambridge-Ashmont subway tvrnnel,

providing an easy transfer - via Park Street - to the Back Bay.

The southvfest transit extension should be operational in 1972.

Its northern terminal should be in Reading, and the southern tenninal

should be in Dedham, so that the line connects important populous suburbs

north of the city and south of the city with a route that goes through

downtown with a new station at Copley Square.

The central subway now serving Back Bay should receive extensive

modernization, and improved stations. All of these are quite feasible;

hovrever, the expansion of capacity will require substantial new improve-

ments which have not yet been agreed upon by MBTA,

These transit improvements yrill multiply the capacity of Back Bay

access and will set the stage for a long period of continuous growth in

the Back Bay business area.
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other metropolitan projects of value and concern to the Back Bay are

the projected elements in the express highway system. One is the Inner

Belt, decisions on which have been delayed by route controvers iee; sooner

or later it is expected to be built. One of its advantages to Back Bay

will be the diversion of cross-town trucks, and some other traffic, from

Massachusetts Avenue. Another will be improved Back Bay access from all

of the radial expressways in all sectors of Greater Boston which will tie

into the Inner Belt, given a smooth access from the Belt itself to Back

Bay (via Storrow Drive and the South End By-Pass).

The South End By-pass, a proposed inward extension of the Southwest

Expressway, is also expected to be completed in less than ten years.

This will assure quick auto accessibility from a large suburban area not

now served by modern highways. It also poses problems of interconnection

to the Back Bay's internal street system.

The final ''outside" transportation improvernent is a possible new

integrated transportation facility near Copley Square, combining a rail-

road station, a new transit station, expanded parking, and possibly an

intercity bus terminal, with good pedestrian access to Copley Square.

The potential site is bounded by Dartmouth, Bellingham, Clarendon,

Stanhope, and Stuart Streets; it includes Turnpike air-rights construction.

This proposal, however, is still speculative. Its feasibility is not

confirmed> and it is included here to stimulate reaction and as an invitation

to more detailed study by the agencies dix^ctly involved.
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The street system internal to the Back Bay, with its connections to

the metropolitan system, is presented graphically on page .
There is

a hierarchy of five street-types, ranked in order of capacity, speed, and

distance of travel.

The highest class of street is the expressway or limited access

facility, of which three are shown. The Turnpike Extension links the

Back Bay to the western suburbs , with interchanges at Massachusetts

Avenue and the Huntington-Dartmouth vicinity. It also offers a tie to

the southeastern suburbs reached by the Southeast Expressway, except

that there are no on-and-off facilities in that direction between the

Back Bay and the Turnpike. No change is proposed, except for a possible

change in the west-bound on-ramp system between Clarendon and Dartmouth.

Storrow Drive is the second expressway shown, skirting the Back

Bay, providing access to the inner western and northwestern suburbs and

Cambridge, and tg the northern and ngr^heSStigrn ggctgrg y^a the ^^gtjic

River Bridge and the Sumner Tunnel, There is an interchange in the

Charlesgate with complex access to Commonwealth Avenue and Beacon Street

and partial access at Massachusetts Avenue. It is proposed to change the

access points at the downtown end of Back Bay, closing the east-bound

exit at Dartmouth; keeping the east-bound exits at Clarendon and Arlington;
^^^^

creating a new west-bound exit at Clarendon and improving the west-bound

exit at Arlington; and retaining the east and west-bound entrances to
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Storrow at Berkeley. This slightly revised linkage will preserve the

present good access to and from the inner commercial development on

lower Boylston and Stuart Streets , and improve the access to the

Newbury retailing area and the vicinity of John Hancock, both of which

will experience growth.

The other limited access facility is the proposed South End Ety-Pass,

which ties the end of the projected Southwest Expressway into the down-

town street system. It parallels the New Haven tracks to Dartmouth Street,

and thence provides access to Berkeley and Clarendon into the Back Bay as

well as tying into the service-road system on each side of the inner

Turnpike extension.

The second level of street-types is the major arterial, connecting

large urban districts together, carrying heavy traffic volumes, but also

serving the frontage property. The Back Bay is served - and cut up by -

two east-wgpt ang trwe north^gQuth sgtg gf fngjoF §Ftgrial§, On§ whiGh

serves the east-west flows is a pair of widely separated one-way streets,

west-bound Beacon Street and east-bound Boylston. No changes are suggested.

The other east-west arterial is Huntington Avenue as far in as Exeter

Street, where the traffic splits into the one-way pair of west-bound

St. James and east-bound Stuart Street. The significant change relating

to this facility is the diverting of Huntington Avenue traffic between

Dartmouth and Exeter, leaving only the west-bound Turnpike on-rampj

this is proposed in order to enhance the development prospects of that

block, inviting air-rights construction over Huntington Avenue.
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The north-south major arterials are the Charles Street-Arlin.-ton

Street one-way pair at the intown end of the Back Bay, and Massachusetts

Avenue at the other end. These both perform their arterial functions at

present as effectively as seems possible, and no changes are suggested.

The third level is indicated as secondary arterials, whose function

is partially the carrying of through traffic from and to beyond the Back

Bay, but also serving destinations within the district, and connecting its

various parts. The plan shows two of these. One, east-west, is Common-

wealth Avenue. In spite of its preeminent role in the image of the Back

Bay, this street dead-ends at the Public Gardens and thus cannot serve a

higher-ranking traffic function; this is fortunate for that magnificent

avenue, whose amenity could not survive conversion to a higher traffic

capacity.

The other secondary arterial is a one-way pair, Berkeley north-bovind

from the South End to Storrow Drive, and Clarendon south-bound from the

Drive to the South End, It is to be regretted that this pair of modest

residential streets must assume so heavy a traffic-carrying function, but

there seems to be no other way to serve the access needs of the Back Bay

and its vicinity. It is fortunate that relatively few residential

properties actually front upon these two streets.

The fo\irth rank of street-types is the collector street, whose main

function is to interconnect parts of the district and not serve external
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traffic. The plan shows two of these, of which one is the one-way pair,

Dartmouth and Exeter. Dartmouth Street is proposed to be one-way

north-bound, with the westerly half of the right of way converted to a

pedestrian mall. This is one of the major recommendations of the

Development Plan in its symbolic significance and as a public improvement.

Its effect upon the circulation plan is to reduce the traffic-carrying

importance of Dartmouth Street, which becomes paired with a south-bound

Exeter Street merely to interconnect Beacon Street and Copley Square,

The only other collector street is West Newton, leading northward

from the South End across the Christian Science project to Boylston

Street, then connecting to Hereford and west on Newbury to tie into the

Turnpike access ramp at Massachusetts Avenue.

All of the other Back Bay streets are proposed to be minor or local

access streets, whose sole function is intended to be access to abutting

property rather than carrj'-ing through traffic. In a grid system like

that ef tha 8aek Bayi thi§ will hat aot-k eeftiplstfely* fh^ i^urpos^ e^n,

however, be furthered by the detailed design of street intersections and

the local control of traffic movements and parking, the two streets

requiring attention from this point of view are Marlborough, to become a

more purely local residential street, and Newbury, to be handled as a

shopping street, with through traffic discouraged on both.

This street plan is frankly a compromise. It would have been

desirable to reduce still more of the Back Bay's streets to local-access
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status. But the circulation requirements of the larger intown area make

this flatly impossible within the time-period of this plan or the

practicable demand for public investment. Nevertheless it is believed

that this plan will handle the traffic requirements of the area

adequately, and not only permit but encourage the level and quality of

development proposed for the various parts of the Back Bay,

The handling of parking needs and of pedestrian facilities, though

technically elements of a circulation plan, are so localized in nature

that their presentation is incorporated in the discussion of proposals

for the various sub-areas, in the following sections.

3. The CommomTealth-Beacon Residential Area

The Commonwealth-Beacon area is proposed for predominantly resi-

dential use. The plan encourages new apartment construction to the

limit of the prospective high-rent market, a similar degree of high-

N
quality modernization and coversion, re-establishment of a better balauice

between residence and schools with their related uses, and a general

upgrading of the amenities of the area.

New high-density, tower apartment construction is recommended for

those limited locations which offer special advantages of site and view

for luxury residence, and where also this kind of struct\ire - up to this
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date foreign to the Back Bay except far a few buildings on Beacon Street -

can occur without damage to the architectural character of the heart of

the Back Bay, Most such locations are on the periphery of this area: on

corner sites along Arlington Street facing the Public Gardens; on the

north side of Beacon Street, overlooking the Charles River Basin and ">/

oriented so as not to cast winter shadows across the rest of the resi-

dential area; and along the Charlesgate, also facing a wide public open /^^^

space. ^<y^

The only internal location where very tall apartments is proposed

is along Commonwealth Avenue, between Arlington and Dartmouth. This

proposal is made with great reluctance, because such buildjngs cannot L/tpiTl^'^''

help adversely affecting the visual quality of this lower one-third of \\t(i^^''

Commonwealth Avenue - a quality which is the very hall-mark of the Back

Bay, and which is dependent on a subtle balance between a relatively

uniform height of buildings and a fixed width of landscaped open space. I
V'(/if^^

The proposal Is made nevertheless, in the studied belief that only the I

infusion of investment in a few large high-rent apartments in these blocks

can spark the rehabilitation and preservation of the balance of the

frontage, which is essential to the objectives of the Development Plan.

To mitigate the impact, the apartment towers are proposed to be

limited to corner lots in this series of blocks; to be held to a height of

200 feet, rather than the 280 feet recommended for the Arlington and
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Beacon sites; and also to be subject to rigorous design controls -

proposed also for the peripheral locations - affecting building

materials, setbacks, and other qualities of appearance in order to assure

as much of visual compatibility as possible. It is believed that, sub-

ject to these height and design controls, enough new high-rent apartment

construction will be undertaken to reverse the negative trends of the

recent past, to stimulate the creation of an equal number of high-rent

units in modernized old buildings, and to launch a restoration of ths '

prestige of the Back Bs^r as a residential area.

This general proposal would open up a hypothetical thinking to

forty corner sites for apartment towers (twelve of them on Commonwealth

Avenue from Berkeley to Dartmouth Streets). Many of these corners,

however, are not conceivably available; some are occupied by churches

or other indisplaceable major buildings, and quite a number are alreacfy

occupied by apartments, either new or in excellent condition. The plan

proposes a rate of construction that might result in ten or twelve such

towers in the next ten years. It is neither necessary nor proper that the X

plan should pinpoint their locations. This can and should be left to the

workings of the market place, within the range of choices indicated by

the plan's location proposals.

Within the new climate generated by apartment investment and the

other measures recommended in the plan, extensive rehabilitation and

modernization of existing residential structures is proposed, with a

/
/I

/
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target to average 200 dwelling units per year. This is practicable for

many sites along Beacon and Marlborough Streets and Commonwealth Avenue,

The market sought is upper-middle and upper-income adult families,. It

. is felt to be futile to try to attract significant numbers of families

with children to an ai*ea of this density, though such families would of

course be welcomed.

It is important that modernization and conversion be undertaken at

the same high standard of quality and appearance as for new construction.

It is less difficult, under reasonable controls, to preserve exterkl ,^^"^1,

harmony of appearance; but more difficult to assure good internal quality, W,

-

There is also the nearly insoluble problem of parking for converted \,

structures. Rear yards vary greatly in size, but rarely permit creation

of as many parking spaces to serve existing buildings as either the

zoning or the market would require.

In this connection our extensive program of alley upgrading is

proposed, principally for the alleys behind the Marlborough Sti^eet

frontage - the most likely location for extensive rehabilitation. The

object is to improve both the appearance and the utility of the alleys.

Pilot studies of the kind of improvement that could be initiated by

Joint action of the city and the property ovners in a block are illustrated

on page . One of the vulgarVecsssities to a clean-up is a new system
,

of garbage and rubbish collection, with a uniform requirement imposed for

neat and sanitary containers and container-shelters. Parking capacity

< /i^u^|''U^
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could be increased in many instances by removal of frame sheds and tacky-

rear building additions. Back yard or back terrace outdoor usable spaces'

could be created also, with hardy landscaping and design for privacy.

By and large this residential area was found not to have a residential

parking deficiency, off-street or on-street. New buildings will presumably

provide for their own requirements in interior garages. Non-residential

parking intrusions can theoretically be minimised through police enforcemait.

There may nevertheless occur situations where additional off-street park-

ing is necessary, to serve the tenants of existing or converted buildings.

Serious study has not produced any economically feasible way of inserting

new vest-pocket garages into these rehabilitation blocks, especially with-

out impairing the architectural appearance. This remains a minor problem ""^

but one not yet solved. \ ^

The general on-street parking congestion, especially in the intovm

end ef the district, remains a problem - in part due to commuting students,

and in part to a spillover of parkers from the Boylston-Newbury retail

area. Some of the answers to this problem lies in an increase in parking

supply within that retail area. The rest must lie in vigorous police ^ '^(a.

enforcement of one and two hour metered parking during the day throughout ^
^i

the residential district.

As a further measure to bring street-traffic conditions into

harmony with residential requirements, it is proposed to discourage V
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through traffic on Marlborough Street by flaring the sidewalks at the

corners; this will not reduce actual capacity, but will serve as a /

psychological deterrant and will enhance the local-street character.

Other measures of control to reduce the use of minor streets should be

employed where they prove feasible.

o

>

The plan proposes measures to reduce the negative impact of schools,

colleges, and their related dormitories and rooming-houses. This is not a

proposal that can be shown on a map. It involves rather the establish- sj^lP

ment of higher standards than now prevail, for the internal occupancy and / ^^
the operation of school and school-related facilities, especially those

located in converted residential structures. One important element of \ v ^
such standards is to reduce the density of occupancy of dormitories and \ \^

student-occupied rooming-houses to levels equivalent to what is currently

being provided in new construction serving reputable colleges and

universities. This can have two beneficial effects: it can reduce the

total number of student inhabitants of the Back Bay, cutting down on

their night-time and weekend competition for space in the parks, sidewalks,

streets and parking spaces; and by provision of indoor social and

recreation areas, to reduce the tendency of resident students to spill

out into the public areas of the Back Bay,

Another proposal is that schools and colleges in this area exert

a greater control over their students in such matters as car ownership
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and use, and behavior outside of school houses and premises. This presents

obvious problems in today's libertcirian climate, especially -when the

students are over twenty-one. But it is not unreasonable to insist that

the privilege of attending school in the Back Bay should be conditioned

on standards of individual behavior consistent with the life-styles of

the permanent resident population, ^

In the face of the very obvious pressures for expansion of the

schools and colleges now located in this area, it is also proposed tha

the City of Boston through the Redevelopment Authority should provide

positive help to those seeking such help in finding locations elsewhere

where their needs for space can be better satisfied. Potentials exist

in the Kenmore Square-Fenway area, and perhaps in other parts of the

City under BRA Jurisdiction, It is hoped that the schools individually,

and then in organized group-fashion, will establish their own needs and

objectives, and make requests which can be worked into feasible proposals

to be catrried out by the schools with support from civic and public

agencies.

For non-school types of institutions, the conversion of additional

structures should not be discouraged provided this will preserve some

major landmark buildings for which there is no reasonable taxpaying use.

A number of these are mansions, especially on Commonwealth Avenue, which

do not lend themselves to residential conversion, and are not necessarily

attractive locations for new private construction. Two uses which would

•n I
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be especially welcomed would be foreign consulates, and a permanent

residence for the Governor. These would not conflict with the

quality sought for the area, and indeed would contribute prestige.

It is proposed that all development in the Commonwealth-Beacon

area, whether private, civic, or public, and whether new conatiMCtion

or conversion, be held to very high standards of visual appearance and

amenity. The unique urban-design qualities of this area constitute an

economic asset second in value only to its convenience of location. This

asset must be preserved. Guided by a set of statutory standards, <^

discretionary review of eveiy exterior change by a highly-qualified board '^\,^,'

should apply throughout this area. The standards will be somewhat ^ -^
'^

different for those blocks where the architecture is of specific Y

historic value, and others. In avery case the issue is not the artificial

repetition of antiquated design-details, nor the imposition of extra

costs, but rather the assurance of visual and functional harmony in

matters of bulk, scale, color, proportions, suid design quality.

In complement to these efforts to ensure high standards of amenity

in private development, the plan proposes several public projects designed

to improve the residential amenities and especially to make walking more

attractive. The most important of these is the tree-lined Dartmouth

Street Mall, a visual and pedestrian link between Copley Square and the

Charles River Esplanade (see illustrations on page ), A broad and

easy overpass from Beacon Street to the Esplanade is part of this project.
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which at the other end may also be extended from Copley Square southward

to the proposed transportation teminal. This Dartmouth Mall is the

single most-visible feature of the entire ten-year Development Pian. It

is conceived not as an expendable luxury, but as the central symbol of

the "new" Back Bay and the evidence that the City of Boston will be a

partner in the projected renaissance. In the years to come it is

expected to become as much of an element in the popular image of the

Back Bay as the Commonwealth Avenue Mall,

There are other contributions to visual amenity also felt necessary

to create a climate that will attract the projected level of private

investment. One is the complete rebuilding of Copley Square into a

really usable and beautiful urban formal park, the plans for which have

already been approved. As the anchor of the Dartmouth Mall this is

important to the residential sub-area, though actually outside of it.

There is also a wholesale refurbishing of the landscaping of the

Commonvfealth Avenue Mall; a general program of improved street lighting;

and continued attention to street trees and the design and maintenance of

street furniture.

These public and private developments, taken together, can re-

establish the Commonwealth-Beacon area over the coming ten years as a

high-quality residential district, serving a special element of the

metropolitan housing market and fulfilling key objectives of the
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General Development Plan,

k» The St« Botolph Street Residential Area

For the St« Botolph Street residential area the E^velopnent Plan

proposes a more modest future, consistent with the findings about its

present. It is proposed for retention without major change, and a pro-

gram of conservation and rehabilitation for middle-income occupancy.

When the Perkins School is abandoned, the site is proposed for

publicly assisted housing for the elderly, to aid in relocation from

the Christian Science Church development. The design of such a project

should provide, at ground level, some amenities of landscaping and a

sitting area which could serve the vicinity ais well as the elderly

tenants

.

If and when the institutional and commercial uses at the intown end

of the area are abandoned, they should be replaced by higher-density

middle-incoffie housing, fitting in vri-th the present character of occupancy

and sein^ing an important city need.

In general, this sub-area should be conserved for tJae use and

benefit of its present kinds of inhabitants, aa a viable neighborhood

and as an essential middle-income housing resource.
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$ , The 3oylston-Ne->vbury Retail Area

The general development proposals for the Boylston-Mewbto'y area

call for stabilizing the intovm established blocks, and encouraging the

west7/ard spread of similar and related uses.

For the blocks nearest the Public Gardens the unique specialty-

shop character should be retained. There is need for additional off-

street short-time parking for customers. For the blocks fronting on

Boylston Street betirreen Arlington and Berkeley Streets, both north and

south sides, there is real potential for replacement of old structures

with new construction. In these two locations it would be physically

possible to develop new buildings with retail floor-space at the street

level, and parking floors below and above this level with a theoretical

capacity of about 2,000 cars. Upper floors could be added, for apart- '/

ment use - with attractive views toward the Public Gardens - or rentable

offige space.

It is not appropriate for this kind of plan to pinpoint private

development projects. The plan does, however, finnly recommend that

withiln these Boylston Street blocks, on one or both sides of the street,

such redevelopment should take place, for ground floor retail, for park-

ing for between 500 and 1,000 cars, and for upper floor apartments or

offices.

r

-ftV i
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For upper Neipibury Street, west of the specialty-shop area, the

plan proposes an extension of sinalar uses - art galleries, design-

oriented shops and professional offices, and the like - grovfing to

link up vrith the Boston Architectural Center at Hereford Street. This

growth can be accomplished by small-scale conversion of residential

structures to commercial use, as has been so successfully done in

Lov/er Newbury Street. If the Prince School is abandoned for public

school purposes, which would seem to be quite possible or even

profitable, the ground-floor level should be developed for corrmercial

use, as should the Departrrent of Education Building site across the

street. Both should be of an occupancy and design which would retain

continuity and encourage the westward extension.

Additional off-street parking facilities in this area would be a

further encouragement to commercial expansion, and might also serve at

least some of the needs of the lower Newbury shops. There are several Hw- '>^**'^

sites, especially the Exeter and Newbury Street corners, which could be

developed for parking. This should be done in conjunction vrith retail

use of the street level so as not to break continuity of facade and

pedestrian movement. The building. The building of combined retail and

parking structures to contain about 500 car-spaces is proposed for this

general vicinity.

^6
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For upper Eoylston Street, from Copley Square to Massachusetts

Avenue, the plan proposes comrr-.ercial development to be integrated both

with what exists and is proposed within Prudential Center, and v.-ith

lower Boylston. It is hoped that the presence of Lord & Taylor and

Saks-Fifth Avenue will strengthen the attractiveness of these blocks

for wonen's clothing and specialty shops, ft-ospects for this area should

also be helped by the new parking proposed nearby on No-^burj' Street.

At the Massachusetts Avenue end of Boylston Street is a sizable

block vdth potential for redevelopment, the market prospects for which

are not clear. In the nejct ten years there may well evolve a need for

additional hotel facilities which could be provided at this location.

An opportunity for developing a center for the designing arts, with

shoY/rooms, offices for wholesalers, and the like may also develop. This

block remains an invitation to an imaginative entrepreneur; a wide

variety of re-uses could be prosperous as well as fitting in with the

general objectives of this Development Pi an.

The Public Library is scheduled to be substantially expanded,

ether institutional development compatible vrLth corrjnercial uses should

also be encouraged west of Copley Square, since it is recognized that

retailing market prospects will diminish in strength in the westerly

blocks.
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It is recognized that good development of upper Boylston, and indeed

of Icvrer Boylston also, vd.ll depend upon continuity and a strong connection

between the magnets at one end in Prudential Center and those at the other,

on lower Nevfbviry near the Ritz-Carlton, One vjay of doing this vrould be a

fast, frequent, cheap shopper's shuttle bus, which has had success in

Washington as the Minibus. This and other conveyances should certainly

be explored and perhaps experimented virith. Feasibility is sufficiently

problematical so that it cannot be firmly relied upon.

There is another contribution to continuity, however, which is

firmly proposed in this plan. This is a complex of measures. designed to

make foot-travel all along the north side of Boylston Street more

pleasant, more comfortable, and therefore more likely, all the way from

Arlington Street to the westerly blocks. Even though the total distance

from the Public Gardens to Massachiosetts Avenue is a mdle, the critical

segments of the path needed to establish a viable link to Prudential

would be much shorter - fifteen hundred feet from Clarendon to beyond

Exeter. (Traffic studies shew that a large majority of walk-trips from

the Back Bay, for all trip-purposes, now exceed this distance.) What

is important in this situation is a psychological sense of linkage and

interaccessibility. This can be achieved.

One proposed measure is the development, by reconstruction of old

facades or by new building, of a covered arcade along the north side of
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Boylston Street. This would be accorr.plished by requiring the sidewalk-

level facade to be kept back at the present setback line, but permitting

upper stories to project to the property line. Thus a bonus oi" additional

upper-story rentable floor-space would be the return to the property

ovmer for providing a new public convenience - and also for subn.itting

to detailed design controls over the arcade itself, to assvire its

safety and attractiveness.

Related to the arcade, midblocks walkiivays connecting the Boylston

frontage to the Nev^bury Street shopping should be developed wherever

possible. The more the two streets can be linked, the more they will

strengthen each other in economic terms.

Coupled with the arcade recommendation is a proposal for vigorous

design controls. In a commercial district these could not be as strong,

perhaps, as in the Commomvealth-Beacon residential ar-ea. They are

projected to include height, bulk, setback, and landscaping requirements

for both sides of the street, to assure a general uniformity of massing
/ %(

and scale. Also proposed is a vigorous program of sign control for all

of Boylston Street, limiting the size, placement, and lighting of all

signs and prohibiting billboards entirely.

These kinds of measures, it is firmly believed, would so enhance

the desirability of all parts of this key street as to be of direct and
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monetary benefit to all of the affected property. Together with the

verj- great visual improverient of Copley Square itself, the resulting

inprovenent in the appearance of the street and the shelter of the

arcade would establish a new level of pedestrian anienity. The vjalk would

be a pleasant experience in itself, as well as a way to go from point to

point. This should achieve the sought-for tie between lower Eoylston

and the Prudential Center, and also attract investment in the liriking

blocks of the character and quality to integrate the entire area.

6, The Stuart-St. James Office Area

The Stuart-St, James area is strongly comrrdtted to major office

buildings; there remains potential for substantial additional develop-

ment. The Development Plai proposes the exploitation of this potential

The largest immediate opportvinity is the projected John Hancock Life

Insurance Compare expansion project, J

other sites appear to be developable or redevelopable, through

consolidation of ovmerships, clearance, or air-rights construction.

The plan accepts and encourages the probability of a number of large

investaents , but without attempting to pinpoint their nature or

location. Although offices as the headquarters of national or regional

companies are the most likely candidates, this is a sporadic and some-

what unpredictable market and cannot be forecast without inside
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information from the companies themselves. Other unpredidiible alternative

prospects include hotel> institutional, or comirercial uses. All could

be compatible with the intent of the plan, which is a step by step

completion of the high-density development of this district.

The plan does, however, propose some conconiitant improvements

necessary to the success of the larger objectives. At present there is

a shortage of all-day employee parking in this vicinity, and also of

short-term customer parking for the adjoining lower Boylston retail

blocks. New office buildings will be expected to incorporate parking

facilities to meet the increased demand which they themselves will generate.

But it is necessary to find sites for additional parking structures to

connect the existing deficiencies.

A num.ber of locations exist which could be physically developed

for off-street parking structxires. There is the site of the Greyhound

Bus terminal, which may v;all find a preferable location elsevmerej two

locations with obsolescent structures on Columbus AV'enue; and two sites

at Dartmouth Street on both sides of the railroad and the Turnpike,

v;hose availability v/ould depend on the kind, location, and extent of

futvire transportation terminal facilities at this location. If all of

these sites were developed with parking structures, they could accommodate

about li,000 cars.
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The total shopping and all-day parking deficiency in the Back Bay

conuTiercial districts is estimated at 2,500 car-spaces. The plan

proposes 1,000 to 1,$00 new spaces in the Boylston-Newbiiry retail area;

this leaves 1,000 to 1,$00 to be provided within the available potential

of [j,000 spaces as calculated above. This Plan strongly recomir;ends that

either the City of Boston or private enterprise should proceed to ireet

this parking deficiency. The excess of potential over the requirement

should contribute to the feasibility of the operation.

Together v/ith these off-street parking proposals, the proejected

improvements in the street systen for automobile access and in the

transit system should provide the functional accessibility irom all

parts of the metropolis to this area that vdll make possible the

exploitation of its more localized advantages - already a prestigious

office district, adjoining the Public Gardens and the residential

Back Bay, and linking the inner Central Business District and the

Frudintial C@nt.@r«

These proposals for the development of the various parts of the

Back Bay -vd-thin the coming ten years are seen as a practicable series
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of steps which can accomplish the goals and objectives set forth in the

Introduction, The proposals are interrelated. They are addressed in

part to governmental agencies, and in part to the private sector of the

economy^ Both inust respond if the Development Plan is to be successfiil.

The private sector can respond only if a reasonable i^tvirn upon

invest.T.ent can be expected. Collaboration in the enterprise, among fne

variety of private interests involved, is clearly necessary. But the

overriding necessity is the full participation of the public interests,

primarily the City of Boston. Only government can provide the facilities

and services essential to the success of the Plan, and can regulate and

monitor the many independent individual operations, the sum total of -.Thich

will constitute the future Back Bay,

Therefore the measures which must carr^'- this plan into reality

devolve primarily upon government. They are set forth in the final

chapter of this report.
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Ill FROf/ PUN TO REALITY

1, Public Investr.ent

The Development Plan contemplates a number of substantial investments

in public works, to provide the network of public facilities and services

necessary to support and encourage the fabric of private development.

These are in general of two classes: transportation improvements to be

undertaken primarily to serve the metropolitan community but incidentally

of great advantage to the Back Bay; and other public works within the

confines of the district which are primarily for the benefit of the Back

Bay itself.

The first class is the responsibility of state or metropolitan

agencies, mainly the State Department of Public Works and the l^STA.

The projects will be undertaken almost entirely outside the Back Bay,

at costs and under time schedules determined by other influences than

the recommendations of this Back Bay plan. These projects - such as

the Inner Belt, or !.IBTA extensions - accordingly are not detailed in

this section. It is clearly to the Back Bay's advantage that all of

them be undertaken promptly.

The second class consists of projects most of which come within the

scope of the City of Boston - Copley Square reconstruction, the Dartmouth
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street Mall, new off-street parking, etcetera - and the ],HX: - the changes

in Storrow Drive access, the new pedestrian overpass at Dartmouth Street,

For these to have their greatest effect in attracting and stimulating

private investment, they should be undertaken as early in the ten-year

period as reasonable capital budgeting policies v.-ill allo-.v. It is very

strongly urged that the Dartmouth Street Mall be constructed iimediately,

as a highly visible token and promise of the renaissance of the Back Bay.

There follows a tabular schedule for the timing of the major public

projects, for which rough cost estLmates have been made.

(Table to be developed after BRA. supplies
project estimates.)

In addition to capital investments the plan calls for other

systematic public action to improve and maintain a high quality of

public services. These will not necessarily involve increased ex-

penditureo. They ar© of threo main types.

First is traffic control, beginning with the proposed revisions

in one-7,'ay flov^ patterns; extending to signal revision and other

control devices to facilitate traffic movement on the main streets and

to discourage traffic on the minor streets; and including vigorous

enforcement of on-street parking regulations.
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Second is a revised system of garbage and rubbish collection, in-

volving new devices and requiring proper ty-o^.TnGr conpliance with new

rules - an essential to the proposed alley clean-up.

Third is a systematic upgrading of street lighting and other street

furniture, accompanied by a high standard of maintenance of street trees,

landscaping, and other public facilities.

These capital and operating proposals for public facilities and

services are seen as essential. Their sym'oolic importance has been

stressed. They are of course valid in themselves, as contributors ^o

the efficiency and amenity of the Back Bay. F\irthermore, it is important

that all of these kinds of things be carried forward. They are mutually

supportive, integral elements of a total systemj the whole is greater

thaji the sum of the parts.

2. Public Regulation

The Development PJan comprises a coordinated set of proposals for

private investments of many kinds. For the fullfillment of these

potentials , there is another essential arena of public responsibility

over and above the provision of publid facilities and services. This is

the regulation of private developnent - the location of the different

kinds of uses, the density of construction, the form and quality of
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design, the standards of maintenance and operation. It is perhaps a

paradox that for the free market to 'ivork at its best, to the greatest

benefi-i of the greatest number of individual investors, in a situation

like t,nat of the Back Bay the free market must accept the discipline

of a quite extensive set of governmental controls. Those considered

necessary to implement the Development Plan have already been suggested;

they are more fully described below.

The city's zoning code is the basic control of the location and

intensity of urban land uses. To a very large degree the pattern of

districts and regulations ncv in effect in the Back Bay is consistent

with the Development P]^an's proposals. In general they should be re-

tained, allocating as they do the various sub-areas of the Back Bay to

the land uses, recommended by the Plan: in the Commonwealth-Beacon

area, residence, with sharp limitations on expansion of educational

institutions; in the St, Botolph area, residence; in the Boylston-Newbury

and St. Jamea-Stuart areas, eorrmercial acbivitiea* Though the Plan

distinguishes between the latter two, with retailing predominant in one

and offices in the other, there seems to be no value nor need to devise

separate use-districts through zoning. The present Business Zone

permits both, and market forces can be relied upon to produce a mix

consistent v/ith the Plan.
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One minor change in use-district boundaries is recommended, to pro-

tect the residential character of the cross-streets between Nev/oury and

Commonwealth west of Exeter Street. This would extend the H-5 (residentisQ. )

zone south of the alley, to include parcels that front on the cross-streets

rather than on Newbury,

Another minor change, related more to density than to use, requires

creation of a new district v/hich might be identified as HL-5 to replace

the L-2 zone novj^ fronting on Massachusetts Avenue between Beacon and

Commonwealth, The purpose would be to allow and encourage apartment

towers, while still permitting street-level local service retail shops;

floor area ratio would be increased to 5.

In the St. Botolph area, if the non-residential sites at the north-

easterly end of the area become available for development it will be

desirable to allow an increased density for proposed middle-income housing;

H-3 or H-5 zoning would be appropriate.

It is proposed that veiy special sets of controls should be anplied

to the Commonvrealth-Beacon area and to the Boylston-Newbury development.

These may also require the invention of new zoning districts, to be

mapped only in these locations; the rigor of the regulations is probably

not appropriate to other parts of the City of Boston now similarly zoned.
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For the Commonwealth-Baacon area, the design controls are sur-raari^sed

in the diagrams illustrated on page . For all parts of the area, ex-

terior materials are to be limited to those harmonious with those

traditionally used, precluding such surfaces as porcelain enai^el, plastics,

glass blocks and the like. All street frontages shall have human

occupancy (rather than parking structures). ExistLng cornice lines shall

be recognized and reflected in ne^v construction. Maximum noor areamtio

shall be limited to 5, with an increase up to 9 achievable through the

application of bonus provisions as the present code provides.

Except for the high-rise locations, height at the building line

is to be retained at 70 feet, with a IS degree setback angle to a

maximum height of 90 feet. For corner sites on Commonwealth Avenue from

Berkeley to Dartmouth, maximum height should be 200 feet. For the ot,her

high-rise locations - corner sites on Arlington Street, Massachusetts

Avenue, Charlesgate, and the north side of Beacon Street - 280 feet would

be allowed. Further details deal vath front, side, and rear setbacks, at

the ground level and above the 90 foot level, and other dimensional

requirements; they are more fully set forth in another report.

With special reference to conversion and remodelling of existing

residential buildings, a minimum average gross floor space per Q>/elling

unit of 700 square feet is proposed, to prevent too many very small

apartments and help keep a balance between number of units and possible

numbers of off-street parking spaces.
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These objective and quantitative standards, however, are not con-

sidered sufficient to assure harmonious design and dsvelopi^ient. It is

necessary to exercise discretionary review, by a highly qualified body

acting under guidelines as to qualitative standards. This has alreacQr ^

been assured for Marlborough Street through its establiskTOnt as a ',
'

historic district, and the same kind of architectural control mechanism
'

has been extended to the rest of the Commonwealth-Beacon area.

For Newbury Street, height controls are proposed to preserve the

general character of the street and also to protect the residential area

to the north from excessive wintertime shadov^s. The north side is ^here-

fore to be limited to 90 feet - 70 feet at the building line, with a

ii5-degree-angle setback. The south side is to have the sane building-

line limit of 70 feet, but rising behind the i^J-deeree-setback to 200

feet from Arlington to Clarendon, 160 feet from Clarendon to Dartmouth ,.•^-,.'1^ V
and 120 feet west of Dartmouth. A^' \

^ ,

yj

For Boylston Street, height limits are suggested in a similar

pattern, v/ith the li$ degree setback above a height of 100 feet

required along the south side to preserve the access of sunlight to

the lo-.ver levels of the north-side frontage, Maximum height would be

280 feet at the Arlington Street corner, 200 feet west to Clarendon,

180 feet at Copley Square (the cornice height of Trinity Church Tcver), 'i/^^
I

V-4
i

and 120 feet from Dartmouth Street to Massachusetts Avenue. '^%<'

^:

''' yx
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A key proposal for Boylston Street is the street-level arcade, -.7ith

about a 20-foot building setback except where the arcade is constructed.

Construction of upper floors is proposed to be allar/ed to the property

line only if an arcade at the sidewalk is provided 20 fest high and 20

deep. The bonus feature is to exclude the additional upper-story floor

space from the floor area ratio limitations.

Height limits are also proposed for ^h^ St. James-Stuart office

area, consistent vrith the intended high-density office use.

In these two commercial sub-areas, the dimensional standards are

considered sufficient to accomplish the design objectives, and discretionary

design-review procedure is not strongly recommended at this time.

Exceedingly important to the planned-for quality of visual app^-r-

ance, however, is a vigorous set of sign and facade controls, v>'hich can

probably be accomplished either by a separate ordinance or within the

zoning code. This is especially necessary for the Boylston-Newbury

retail area. It is proposed to tightly limit the size, location, lighting^

and other features of all signs, prohibiting entirely roof signs, bill-

boards, and animated signs. It may be necessary to set up a special

review commission to administer the regulations. The object, of co\:^se,

is not to prevent competition for customers among the many different

businesses, nor the identification of their activities, but rather to

hold the amount of "visual noise'* to a level consistent with amenity and
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pleasant character. Many high-quality retailing districts have increased

rather than decreased their prosperity by accepting such controls;

Upper Fifth Avenue is the classic example.

An alternative to a separate sign-control ordinance which should

be considered is the extension of the Architectural Control District to

include Ne^vbury and Boylston Streets ^ incorporating guidelines as to

sign regulations in the legislative action.

In order to raise the interior standards of school-related resi-

dences in the Commonwealth-Beacon area, a special density regulation

needs t.o be devised that probably cannot be incorporated effectively

into the zoning code. In order to apply retroactively to existing

extablishments , it might best become a part of the set of codes and

ordinances governing licensing. It should apply to ail dormitories cr

other soudent residences ovmed or controlled by educational institutions,

to fraternities and sororities, and to rooming-houses and other c.veliings

occupied by students, (For the last categoi*y, the regulation might have

to apply only if the students are minors; there is little basis -for

regulating an adult's shelter differently if he is a student rather than

a clerk or tmemployed. ) The regulation should recognize the relative

inefficiency of converting old structures to student housing as against

new construction. If the standai-'ds are sound, they could well apply to

the entire city.
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The standards proposed are expressed in terms of gross floor area

of the structxire or dv/elling per student housed, exclusive of floor-space,

used for other p\irposes such as hoiisekeeper ' s or landlady's residence,

but inclusive of social rooms, and of dining and kitchen space if dining

is provided. The recommended figures were dorived firom analysis of

current standard practice at schools and universities throughout the

country:

With
Dining

Y^ithout

Dining

In New Buildings 2^0 sq. ft. 200 sq. ft»

In Converted Buildings 300 sq. ft, 2$0 sq. ft.

The final feature of public regulation is a recommendation for

vigorous and organized enforcement of the full panoply of codes and ordinances

fire, building, housing, plumbing, electrical, etc, - designed to protect

health and safety; . Federal funds are available to aid such programs.

The Twide range of regulations described in this section is proposed,

not merely to protect the Back Bay from kinds or qualities of things

contrary to the plan, but actively to stimulate and promote the develop-

ments that are the main elements of the plan's fulfillment. They are

within the pov/ers of the government of the City of Boston, and mil

require a commitment of legislative and administrative effort by the City

if the goals and objectives of the General Ifevelopment P^an are to be

achieved.
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3. CJAQ-C Action

The role of civic groups is intermediate, between the governrr.errcai

agencies and the private owner or investor. It may vrell be a crucial

rcle. The origins of this Development Plan itself lie in civic-group

iniuiax.ive. The success of the Plan in reaching reality ^vill require

sustained effort throughout the ten-year period,

A iriost-important function is in the political arena. In our form

of urban government, it is not derogatory to note that the public invest-

r.ents and public regulation measures outlined above are not likely to

happen without constant citizen pressure.

There are also developmental roles -vvhich civic groups can play.

An example is demonstration residential rehabilitation, for v/hich

Residential Back Bay, Inc., 7;a3 formed. There are educational programiS

which the Back Bay Association could undertake, for instance to acquaint

merchants with the concepts of sign control and v/in their support for

regulation. For signs and perhaps also for small-scale residential

miOdernization, there could be professional architectural advice made

available as a service « Civic groups could perhaps organize or recrxiit a

redevelopm.ent project sponsor, if no enterprenerir appears prepared to

develop the renewal block between Hereford, Massachusetts Avenue, EoyLston

and Newburj' in accordance Tri.th this plan's recommendations.
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The most fiindamental role of the civic groups, hoT/ever, .T.ust be to

create and sustain the Back Bay as a coirnijunity v/ith a climate and an

atmosphere of quality and progress, -which v/ill attract neyt investment, ne?:'

families and firms, vmile retaining the present strong resources of

economic activity and of residents. This is a function mth which -ohe

civic groups of the Back Bay have had a record of substantial success.

This Tevelopment F^an affords a vehicle for still further effort, by the

Back Bay planning and Development Corporation and the larger faraily of

citizen and business groups in being or that nay be organized in the

future

,

Ii, Private Investment

The great bulk of the changes which the Development P]^an proposes

during the co\rrse of the next ten years viill result from private invest-

ments. The public investm:ents provide the infrastructure; the regulations

provide the' guidance and control; the civic groups provide the stimultis

and initiative. But the Plan's success will stand or fall upon the

capacity of these coordinated efforts to create a physical and fiscal

climate which vdll attract developers and investors.

Based upon the market prospects for a variety of economic activities,

as these are hoped to be strengthened bj"- the actions proposed, rough

magnitudes of investment have been projected to occur within the ten-year
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pericci. The follovfing figures are eyrpressed as net value added; that is,

the ccGt of new construction less the present value of buildings dis-

placed, and the cost of rehabilitation and renovation:

Net Added Value

Residential Investment

New Apartment Buildings $ 38,600,000

Modernization and Rehabilitation 12,200,000
$"3Q7E007X)0

C Offiiner c.i

a

l Investment

Nevr Office Buildings $ 15,200,000

Office Rehabilitation 1,600,000

New Retail Buildings 1,$CO,000

Retail Rehabilitation ^ ij,000,000

Hotel or Iibtor Hotel 2,200,000
$~2ir;roo,coo'

$ 75,300,000

The total increase in the value of private property in the Back Bay-

is thus estimated at over 75 million dollars, of which nearly 60 million

is from new construction and nearly 20 million from rehabilitation. This

does not include investment in public or other institutions.

These figures do not include the major prospective expenditures

vrLthin the Prudential and Christian Science project areas, which will

of course still further strengthen the Back Bay picture; nor estimates

of still unidentifiable prospects for some of the development-potential

parcels. They are based on average per-square foot costs and gross

floor-space projections for each main class of activity. They cannot be
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pinpointed as to time, but it is reasonable to expect the inve.::'c.-:.2nt -

total to be spread throughout the ten-year period, averaging somefrhat

more during the later than the earlier years.

Those sets of millions-of-dollars numbers have several implications.

First, for the City of Boston: navr real-property investments of these

magnitudes Ydll increase real-estate tax income to the City by several

million dollars each year. Fiirthermore , the dsvelopnent-ti^es

represented are by and large of the kind that do not generate increased

governmental operating costs in anything like proportion to their tax

pajTnents. The residential investment with its corollary new population

"Vi-ill probably not result in any increase at all in either school or

Vv'elfare expenses, the two major drains upon the City's coffers; zh&

population is expected to be almost entirely childless, and in the

middle and upper income groups. The retail and office investment is

likewise free of concurrent school and vrelfare costs, Tne new tax revenue

vrLll amply cover the annual cost to the city of the public investments

required to bring it into being, plus m.odest increases in the operation

of such city services as fire and police protection, garbage and rubbish

collection, and park and street maintenance; and will produce a clear

surplus to aid in the financing of city facilities and services for other

less fortunate parts and populations within Boston.

The second implication of the size of projected investments is that

of a very important contribution to the general economic life of the city
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and the region. There yixll be not only more millions in taxes, but

multi-millions in payrolls, in retail sales, in rental income to

ccr.imercial and residential investors. It is true that sor.e of this

nev/ economic activity might have occurred elsewhere in Boston, or in

the metropolitan area, rather than in the Back Bay under this Levelop-

mont plan. It is also true that, vrlthout this coordinated program for

efficient grovrth, it might have occuired in Worcester, in Baltimore, in

Chicago or Dallas or Los Angeles, or perhaps not at all.

The final implication is the least direct, but perhaps the most

important. These construction dollars, representing buildings, in turn

are representing people - many thousands of them. Some will be working

in the neyr office buildings, in a pleasant and accessible employment

center. Others mil be shopping in the expanded retail areas, engaged

in a business activity, but in an environment not only convenient but

also unusually attractive, so that the shopping trip is itself a

recreational experience; or engaged in cultural or educational activities

among the institutions, ivith the double enrichment of the service of

the institutions themselves and of the enjoyrrient of one of the ivorld's

great cityscapes, let other thousands will be living here, enjoying

this unique urban area not just as visitors but as inhabitants.

This is the full meaning of the General Envelopment Plan for the

Back Bay: the renaissance of a great urban district in a great city.
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not only as a support to the tax structiire of the city government and a

strength to the regional economy, but also as an enrichment to the lives

of people - those who v/ork, shop, study and live here, and those vfho

will come to visit from all parts of the region and the world.
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co?gcLrsiON

The General Development P-jan for the Back Bay is a realizable vision.

Its proposals carry the promise of major benefits to the present and future

residents of the district, the institutional interests, and the retail and

commercial communities. These benefits are equally clear for the City of

Boston, and for the metropolitan area.

The plan will not become reality, hov/ever, without sustained and

vigorous effort by all of the interests concerned. This initial operation

of preparing the Plan is only a first and hesitant step. There must be

constant collaboration, among the public, civic, and private agencies and

firms. There will be elements of conflict; the participants must be

prepared for compromise and conciliation, for ad;5ustment of policies,

for revision of proposals of the Plan when the inevitable unexpected

events occtir.

The mission of this Development Plan is to provide that over-all

vision, that long-range enlightenment to individual self-interest,

v<-hich can serve to unite many separate efforts and enhance the success

of each within the broader success of achieving a place of strength,

prosperity, and beauty - the New Back Bay,
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